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BACKGROUND
The Friends of Muizenberg Park (FoMP) is a community based organisation established in July
2014, that aims to promote the public enjoyment, conservation and sound management of
Muizenberg Park.
Specifically, FoMP aims to restore Muizenberg Park, creating a safe, green space for the
enjoyment of all residents in the greater Muizenberg area; encourage more people to use the
Park in a positive way; conserve critically endangered fynbos that occurs naturally in the Park.

FoMP’s mandate is to:

 Create awareness of the historical, cultural, social and ecological importance of Muizenberg Park, and
where necessary, liaise with the relevant authorities for the preservation of historical, cultural, social or
ecological values
 Participate in formal planning activities in the South Peninsula Sub-council area where proposed or approved
development may impact on the Park or its surrounds
 Contribute where appropriate to the conservation, improvement and maintenance of Muizenberg Park

FoMP is in the process of obtaining NPO status as well as negotiating a MOU with CoCT
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VISION
The overall vision is of a Park that is unique in what it has to offer. We want to
showcase what makes Muizenberg special, and highlight our uniqueness through art
and the environment, linking the sea with Muizenberg Mountain.
The idea is to have one overarching theme, with sculptures that double as play
equipment, giant musical instruments together with other activation areas such as a
labyrinth - all in line with the theme.
These are not intended to all be concentrated in one spot, but rather dotted around
the Park, to encourage a wider spread of people using various parts of the Park.

There should be enough open space for children to play with balls, park benches a
various points and the natural amphitheatre should remain a flexible space where
concerts and other events can be held.
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
The vision that follows, is based on documented
community meetings that have taken place in
Muizenberg over the past few years.
FoMP has regularly called on the community to meet
and invited suggestions on the vision for Muizenberg
Park.
What follows is a culmination of all those inputs.

One way in visually “linking the mountain to
the sea”… mosaics by South African artist,
Jane du Rand
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INSPIRATION: THEMED PLAY EQUIPMENT

Company Gardens, Cape Town

Oslo, Norway

Sweden
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INSPIRATION : SCULPTURES AS PLAY EQUIPMENT

New York

Toronto

Dubai
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INSPIRATION : GIANT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

These instruments can also be themed, for example toadstool drums.
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INSPIRATION : LABYRINTH
Children love walking lines and labyrinths! A labyrinth could
be designed in the theme we decide upon for the Park play
area. We could even add solar powered lights!
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INSPIRATION : ART IN THE PARK

Eye-catching pieces within
the theme decided upon

Mosaic totem poles or similar
tying in with the rest of the
mosaic art around Muizenberg

For Camp Road steps
leading up to Boyes Drive
– in mosaics or simply
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painted

BEE HOMES, BAT HOTELS & OWL HOMES
Bat hotel on pole
(similar to those
found in Green
Point Park, Cape
Town)

Create an interesting bee home and include
info boards with pictures of various wild
bees and the habitats they prefer.

Home for a
Spotted
Eagle Owl
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FENCING OPTIONS

Example of the type of fence suggested by
CoCT’s Urban Planning Department, with the
reason that the Park is in a heritage
protection overlay zone as well as being and
containing heritage assets.

Rocks with holes drilled &
stacked on rebar could be
suitable fence posts in
certain areas of the Park.

A living fence could
also be created.
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PROPOSED LAYOUT OF
RECREATIONAL AREA

Camp Road
steps

Giant musical instruments

Bee home, owl home
Decorative “fencing”

Art in the
Park

Sculptures as play equipment

Labyrinth
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Apart from creating a space for residents to enjoy, a unique concept will promote
tourism in the area.
This is a child-focused plan, based on what children enjoy and provides a safe
alternative to the beach for families

This plan does not touch on the Conservation Area of the Park, which lies higher up.
This will be dealt with in a separate presentation, and will of course focus largely on
conservation and education in conservation.
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THANK YOU
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